Increased antitumor activity of bevacizumab in combination with hypoxia inducible factor-1 inhibition
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Abstract

Inhibition of hypoxia inducible factor-1 (HIF-1) is an attractive therapeutic strategy to target the tumor microenvironment. However, HIF-1 inhibitors may have limited activity as single agents and combination therapies may be required. We tested the hypothesis that HIF-1 inhibition in a hypoxic-stressed tumor microenvironment, which could be generated by administration of antiangiogenic agents, may result in a more pronounced therapeutic effect. The activity of bevacizumab, either alone or in combination with the HIF-1α inhibitor topotecan, was evaluated in U251-HRE xenografts. Tumor tissue was collected at the end of treatment and changes in tumor oxygenation, angiogenesis, proliferation, apoptosis, HIF-1α levels, HIF-1 target genes, and DNA damage were evaluated. Bevacizumab decreased microvessel-density and increased intratumor-hypoxia, but did not induce apoptosis. Moreover, bevacizumab alone caused a significant increase of HIF-1α inhibition is an attractive therapeutic strategy to target hypoxic tumor microenvironment. [Mol Cancer Ther 2009;8(7):1867–77]

Introduction

Areas of low oxygen levels (hypoxia) are frequently found in solid tumors due to an imbalance between oxygen delivery and consumption (1). Hypoxia in solid tumors is associated with resistance to radiation therapy and chemotherapy, selection of more invasive and metastatic clones, and poor patient prognosis (2, 3). Hypoxia Inducible Factor-1 (HIF-1) is a master regulator of cellular adaptation to oxygen deprivation and may act as a survival factor of hypoxic cancer cells, primarily by activating transcription of genes involved in angiogenesis, glycolytic metabolism, oxygen consumption, migration, and invasion (4). Expression of HIF-1α has been shown in many human cancers and is associated with poor prognosis and treatment failure (5–9). Thus, HIF-1 inhibition is an attractive therapeutic strategy to target hypoxic cancer cells (10, 11). However, the potential therapeutic efficacy of HIF-1 inhibitors remains to be established. The heterogeneity of HIF-1α expression in hypoxic areas of solid tumors suggests that combination strategies may be required to achieve a meaningful therapeutic effect in human cancers. We hypothesized that inhibition of HIF-1 may be more effective under conditions of sustained hypoxia (hypoxic stress), where HIF-1-dependent pathways may become essential for the survival of cancer cells.

Bevacizumab, a humanized monoclonal antibody against vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-A (12), is the first approved antiangiogenic agent for cancer therapy based on its efficacy, in combination with standard chemotherapy, in patients with metastatic colorectal cancer, nonsquamous non–small cell lung cancer, and metastatic breast cancer (13–15). However, antiangiogenic agents used as single therapy have yielded disappointing results, which may be due, at least in part, to increased intratumor hypoxia and activation of compensatory survival pathways that negatively impact on the therapeutic outcome (16, 17). Indeed, the effects of antiangiogenic agents on the tumor microenvironment...
are still controversial. Evidence has been provided supporting either a vascular regression, which is presumably associated with increased intratumor hypoxia, (18), or a so-called “normalization” of tumor vasculature, with a consequent decrease in interstitial pressure and better delivery of chemotherapy (19).

Topotecan is a topoisomerase I poison that induces DNA damage and cytotoxicity. However, topotecan also potently inhibits HIF-1α translation by a DNA damage–independent mechanism (20–22). Notably, daily administration of topotecan inhibited HIF-1α expression in U251-HRE xenografts, providing evidence of a biologically relevant inhibition of HIF-1 function (23).

The objective of this study was to test the following: (a) the effects of bevacizumab on intratumor hypoxia and HIF-1 activity; and (b) whether blocking HIF-1 expression in a hypoxic tumor microenvironment increased the therapeutic activity of bevacizumab. We found that bevacizumab (5 mg/kg, every third day for 4 days) or TPT (0.5 mg/kg, every day for 10 days) alone caused a modest growth delay in U251-HRE xenografts. In contrast, concomitant administration of bevacizumab and topotecan caused a pronounced antitumor effect, with tumor regression. Bevacizumab alone increased intratumor hypoxia, HIF-1 transcriptional activity, decreased proliferation, but did not induce apoptosis of cancer cells. On the contrary, addition of TPT to bevacizumab dramatically reduced HIF-1 activity, tumor cells proliferation, and induced apoptosis, yet did not induce higher levels of DNA damage relative to TPT alone.

These results suggest that targeting HIF-1α activity in a hypoxia-stressed tumor microenvironment may significantly improve therapeutic outcome, thus maximizing the effect of abrogating compensatory pathways induced by hypoxia.

Materials and Methods

Cell Lines and Reagents

U251-HRE cells, expressing luciferase under control of three copies of a Hypoxic Responsive Element (HRE), were routinely maintained as previously described (22). Experiments under hypoxia (1% O2) were done in hypoxic workstation INVIVO2 400 (Biotrace International). TPT was obtained from the Drug Synthesis and Chemistry Branch, DTP, National Cancer Institute. Bevacizumab (Avastin) was purchased from the NIH Pharmacy.

Animal Studies and Imaging

Studies were conducted in female athymic nude (NCr/nu) mice obtained from the Animal Production Area (National Cancer Institute-Frederick) in an AAALAC-accredited facility with an approved animal protocol. Tumors generated with the U251-HRE cell line were obtained by injecting 1 x 10^7 tumor cells s.c. into the flank. Tumor size was monitored by collecting length and width measurements and calculating the tumor weight (mg) as [tumor length x (tumor width)^2] / 2. For luminescence imaging, mice received 150 mg firefly luciferase (Biosynth AG) per kg body weight given i.p. Following anesthesia with isoflurane gas (Abbott Laboratories), mice were placed into a Xenogen IVIS imaging station (Xenogen Corp) and imaged using Living Image Software (Xenogen Corp).

Topotecan (solubilized in sterile water) and Bevacizumab (diluted in 0.05% bovine serum albumin in saline to a final concentration of 0.5 mg/mL) were dosed i.p., and 0.05% bovine serum albumin in saline was used as the vehicle control.

When mice were sacrificed, tumors from each animal were divided in four equal parts to perform protein analysis, RNA analysis, and immunohistochemistry.

Immunoblotting Analysis

Western blotting analysis from whole cell lysates and from tumor lysates was done as described previously (23). Monoclonal anti–HIF-1α antibody was purchased from BD-Biosciences, and p42/44 and histone H2AX phosphorylation (γH2AX) antibodies were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology. β-Actin antibody was from Millipore.

Real-Time PCR Analysis

Total RNA from tumors was isolated using the RNA Mini kit (Qiagen, Inc.) according to the manufacturer’s procedure. Reverse transcription-PCR and real-time PCR to measure hVEGF, hCXCR4, hLOX, hCA9, hPDK1, hH2K, hPFKFB3, and hGLUT3 mRNA expression were done as previously described (22). 18S rRNA, as internal control, was assessed using premixed reagents from Applied Biosystem. The sequences of primers and probes used are available upon request.

Immunohistochemistry

Tumors were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and then processed and embedded in paraffin. HIF-1α immunostaining was done following heat-induced antigen retrieval using target retrieval solution (Dako North America, Inc.). Monoclonal anti–HIF-1α antibody (clone H196) was used at a dilution of 1:2,000 (Novus Biologicals, Inc.). Detection was carried out with CSA II (Dako) on an automated robot (Autostainer) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Monoclonal anti–platelet/endothelial cell adhesion molecule 1 antibody was used at a dilution of 1:100 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.). Detection of hypoxic areas was done using the Hypoxyprobe staining kit obtained from NPI, Inc. Antigen retrieval was done with a citrate solution (BioGenex) in a microwave processor. Hypoxyprobe Mb-1 was used at a dilution of 1:50 for 30 min at room temperature. Polyclonal rabbit anti-Ki67 antibody was used at a dilution of 1:10,000. Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase–mediated dUTP nick End (TUNEL) labeling staining was done using the ApopTag kit from Millipore, according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Detection was done by standard ABC methods. Slides were stained for γH2AX expression using biotinylated MAb JBW301 (Upstate Biotechnology) as the primary antibody, and Streptavidin labeled with Alexafluor 488 (Molecular Probes) and processed in a Vision Biosystems Autostainer. Slides were coverslipped after embedding in Prolong Gold containing 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (Molecular Probes) and allowed to harden at least 1 h before viewing. Staining specificity controls were mouse testis, a strong positive tissue, and mouse intestine,
which is γH2AX negative. Controls were run with every slide set and all controls were stained with the JBW301 Mab.

Images were captured using a Retiga 2000R CCD camera outfitted with a RGB filter (Qimaging) on a Nikon Eclipse 80i upright microscope. All images were captured under consistent illumination and exposure for their respective stains. CD31, Ki67, TUNEL, H&E, and Hypoxyprobe slides were scanned in using a Scanscope CS (Aperio) at ×20 and ×40 magnification using default system settings. Images were extracted with Imagescope. No image postprocessing was done to enhance or alter the original images. Necrotic areas were subtracted from Hypoxyprobe-positive values, to evaluate areas of hypoxia only in living cells. For CD31, Ki67, and TUNEL analysis, 10 fields per sample were randomly selected. Image analysis was conducted through Image-Pro Plus v6.1 (MediaCybernetics). Custom-made scripts were developed to analyze the respective target signals using various color and morphologic segmentation tools. Postcapture image modification was limited to contrast enhancement. γH2AX response was quantified by counting the number of nuclei in a high-power (×200) field. Two or three fields were selected (according to the size of the specimen), whereas illuminating in Phase Contrast, such that Phase-dense fields, were selected for imaging in blue and green channels, and counts were done on the merged and color converted photograph. Autofluorescence due to blood cells was determined in the red channel.

**Statistical Analysis**

All data were analyzed using GraphPad Prism 4 (GraphPad Software, Inc.) and the Mann-Whitney nonparametric t test. The results of the in vivo experiments were tested for outliers using Grubb's test. A P value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

---

Figure 1. Daily administration of TPT, in combination with bevacizumab, inhibits tumor growth and luciferase activity in U251-HRE xenografts. A, U251-HRE cells were implanted into nude mice (n = 10 per group) and allowed to grow up to day 18 when treatment was started as indicated. Tumor weight was measured as described in Materials and Methods. On day 29 (end of treatment), there was a statistically significant reduction of tumor weight in mice treated with the combination of TPT and bevacizumab, relative to vehicle-treated controls (Mann-Whitney test; **, *P* = 0.0043). B, representative image of luciferase expression from vehicle-treated mice and mice treated with the combination of bevacizumab plus TPT.

---

Results

The Combination of Bevacizumab with Daily Topotecan Inhibits Tumor Growth in U251-HRE Xenografts

We first tested the effects of the combination of bevacizumab and daily TPT on U251 cells cultured under normoxic or hypoxic conditions in vitro. Bevacizumab, alone or in combination with TPT, did not affect cell proliferation and survival of U251, relative to TPT alone, suggesting that bevacizumab did not have a direct effect on U251 cells (data not shown). U251-HRE cells were then injected s.c. into female nude mice and, when tumors reached ~175 mg in size, the mice (n = 10/group) were randomized into treatment groups, which included vehicle control, bevacizumab (5 mg/kg, q3dx4), or TPT (0.5 mg/kg, qdx10, 50% of the dose that inhibited tumor growth in previous experiments; ref. 23), either alone or in combination. Tumors from vehicle-treated mice showed a 2.64-fold increase in size over the course of the experiment. Bevacizumab or TPT alone caused a modest reduction in tumor growth (40% and 30%, respectively, relative to vehicle-treated mice; Fig. 1A). In contrast, the combination of bevacizumab and TPT induced significantly more pronounced tumor inhibition (80% relative to vehicle-treated mice, **, *P* = 0.0043), and a 47% tumor shrinkage compared with the size at the beginning of treatment.

U251-HRE cells express the luciferase reporter gene under control of HIF-1, and noninvasive detection of luciferase expression is an indirect measure of HIF-1 transcriptional activity and intratumor hypoxia (23), under conditions in which oxygen availability (a required cofactor for light emission; ref. 24) is not limiting. As shown in Fig. 1B, increased expression of luciferase was detected in vehicle-treated mice by the end of treatment (day 10), which reflects the increase of tumor size and presumably indicates an increase in intratumor hypoxia and HIF-1 activity. On the contrary, luciferase activity was decreased in mice treated with TPT or bevacizumab alone, respectively.

---

*http://www.graphpad.com*
relative to vehicle-treated controls. Although the inhibition of luciferase by TPT is consistent with both an inhibition of tumor size and the previously reported inhibition of HIF-1 activity (23), the inhibition of luciferase expression in mice treated with bevacizumab alone might be due not only to a decrease in tumor size but also to a better tumor oxygenation, with a consequent decrease of intratumor hypoxia or, conversely, to an increase of intratumor hypoxia and a decrease in luciferase activity due to limited availability of oxygen. The combination of TPT with bevacizumab also caused a significant decrease in luciferase emission.

Overall, these data show that the combination of TPT and bevacizumab significantly reduces tumor growth, relative to either agent used alone, and they are suggestive of changes in tumor oxygenation by bevacizumab.

Bevacizumab Increases Intratumor Hypoxia, Decreases Tumor Cells Proliferation, but Does Not Induce Apoptosis in U251-HRE Xenografts

The hypothesis underlying this study was that bevacizumab might increase intratumor hypoxia by causing vascular regression. To assess the effects of bevacizumab on the tumor microenvironment, sections from tumors harvested at the end of treatment (day 10) were stained with CD31, an endothelial cell marker, to measure microvessel density. As shown in Fig. 2A, tumors from control mice had numerous large vessels, which were decreased in number (34%, data not shown) and size (47%, \( P = 0.0029 \)) in mice treated with bevacizumab. Interestingly, administration of TPT alone slightly increased vessel number and size compared with vehicle control, although these effects were not statistically significant. Notably, the combination of bevacizumab and TPT caused a marked decrease in vessel number (50%, data not shown) and size (80%, \( P = 0.0007 \)), compared with either agent alone and to vehicle-treated mice, demonstrating that the combination of the two agents is more effective in decreasing tumor vasculature.

To test the effect of bevacizumab on intratumor hypoxia, we measured viable hypoxic areas by staining tumor sections with pimonidazole. As shown in Fig. 2B, tumor sections from vehicle-treated mice showed areas of necrosis (highlighted in green) and a classic zonal pattern of pimonidazole-positive areas, reflective of hypoxic regions, scattered throughout the section and in viable rims surrounding necrotic areas. Tumors from mice treated with
bevacizumab showed minimal areas of necrosis and a 38% increase in pimonidazole-positive areas, statistically significant compared with vehicle-treated mice (P = 0.0379) and consistent with the decrease in vessel number and size shown in Fig. 2A. On the contrary, tumor sections from mice treated with TPT alone showed a marked decrease of intratumor hypoxia (75%; P = 0.0002), which was even more pronounced (86%; P = 0.0002) in mice treated with TPT plus bevacizumab. The extent of intratumor hypoxia, detected by pimonidazole, may reflect not only changes in tumor vasculature, but also changes in tumor size and oxygen consumption.

To evaluate the effects of changes in tumor vasculature and oxygenation caused by bevacizumab on cancer cells, we first examined tissues stained for H&E (Supplementary Fig. S1). Sections of tumors from mice treated with bevacizumab alone showed multifocal areas of vacuolated cells with pyknotic nuclei, consistent with induction of cell death, compared with vehicle-treated controls. On the contrary, tumors from mice treated with TPT as single agent, showed large multifocal areas of cell death characterized by pyknotic nuclei and cytoplasmic vacuolation or loss. Combination of TPT and bevacizumab showed large areas of multifocal cell death (pyknotic and karyolytic nuclei with disrupted cytoplasm) but also an extensive acellular eosinophilic matrix deposition, suggesting that the combination, but not bevacizumab or TPT alone, had a significant effect on tumor cellularity.

We then assessed tumor cell apoptosis by staining tumor sections for DNA fragmentation (TUNEL). Tumors from vehicle-treated mice showed a low number of TUNEL-positive nuclei in areas of viable tissue, whereas nuclear and stromal stain was observed in areas of necrosis (Fig. 2C). Despite the decrease in microvessel density and the increase in intratumor hypoxia, bevacizumab alone did not significantly increase the number of apoptotic cells and showed a pattern of TUNEL-stained areas similar to tumors from vehicle-treated animals. On the contrary, the combination of TPT with bevacizumab showed a 70% increase in TUNEL-positive...
nuclei (scattered throughout the viable tumor tissue) compared with vehicle-treated mice and a 38% increase compared with the levels observed in mice-treated with TPT alone \((P = 0.0027)\).

These results suggested that induction of apoptosis by the combination of TPT and bevacizumab, compared with TPT alone, might contribute, at least in part, to the inhibition of tumor growth.

We then tested whether inhibition of tumor cell proliferation might also contribute to the antitumor activity of bevacizumab in combination with TPT. As shown in Fig. 2D, tumors from vehicle-treated mice showed extensive areas of Ki67-positive cells throughout the viable areas of the section, with a proliferation index (Ki67-positive nuclei/total nuclei) of 21.93. Tumors treated with bevacizumab alone showed a 50% decrease in tumor cells proliferation consistent with the decreased tumor growth observed \((P < 0.0001)\). On the contrary, TPT alone did not significantly alter tumor cells proliferation compared with vehicle-treated mice (proliferation index of 24.98). Interestingly, tumors from mice that received the combination of TPT and bevacizumab showed a 75% decrease in proliferation (proliferation index of 5.44; \(P < 0.0001\)), with very few cells positive for Ki67. Moreover, the inhibition of proliferation achieved with the combination of bevacizumab and TPT was significantly higher than the decrease achieved with bevacizumab alone, suggesting a synergistic activity of this combination.

In conclusion, these results show that bevacizumab alone decreased microvessel density and proliferation, but did not induce significant apoptosis. In contrast, addition of TPT to bevacizumab markedly decreased tumor cells proliferation and increased cell death, consistent with the increased antitumor activity observed.

**Bevacizumab and TPT Differentially Affect HIF-1-Dependent Gene Expression in U251-HRE Xenografts**

Data presented to this point suggest that bevacizumab increased hypoxia in the tumor microenvironment, which did not seem to be associated with cell death. Because HIF-1α is a key mediator of adaptive responses to hypoxia, we tested whether bevacizumab affected the levels of HIF-1α and/or its transcriptional activity. As U251 cells do not express detectable levels of HIF-2α protein \(\text{in vitro}\) (data not shown), we limited our studies to the HIF-1α subunit. As shown in Fig. 3A, Western blot analysis of tumor lysates collected at the end of treatment showed heterogeneous levels of HIF-1α expression in vehicle-treated mice (high levels of...
HIF-1α expression in two mice of four examined). Tumors from mice treated with bevacizumab alone showed high levels of HIF-1α in all samples examined, suggesting that HIF-1α levels might mirror the increased intratumor hypoxia observed with bevacizumab. As expected, TPT either alone or in combination with bevacizumab decreased HIF-1α protein accumulation.

Similar results were obtained by immunohistochemistry analysis of HIF-1α nuclear staining in tumor sections. As previously shown, U251-HRE xenografts exhibited a zonal pattern of HIF-1α–positive cells (Fig. 3B), consistent with the presence of intratumor hypoxia. Bevacizumab slightly increased the number of HIF-1α–positive cells in tumor sections, whereas TPT either alone (P = 0.0159) or in combination with bevacizumab (P = 0.0079) significantly decreased HIF-1α–positive cells, compared with vehicle-treated mice.

Direct assessment of HIF-1α levels in tumor tissues is informative but might be affected by manipulation and handling of tissues. We therefore assessed HIF-1 transcriptional activity by measuring the mRNA levels of a panel of HIF-1–dependent genes (VEGF, CXCR4, LOX, CA9, GLUT3, PDK1, HK2, and PFKFB3) in tumor lysates. All the genes examined were expressed at higher levels in mice treated with bevacizumab alone compared with vehicle-treated mice (Fig. 4A). Interestingly, a slight increase was observed at day 5 of treatment (data not shown), whereas significantly higher levels of expression of HIF-1 target genes were detected at day 10 (Fig. 4A), suggesting a time-dependent effect. The extent of induction ranged from 2-fold (PFKFB3) to 4.2-fold (VEGF) and was statistically significant for all genes examined but Glut3. TPT alone significantly inhibited the expression of VEGF and CA9; only marginally affected the levels of GLUT3, PDK1, HK2, and PFKFB3; and did not inhibit CXCR4 and LOX, relative to control animals (Fig. 4B), suggesting that HIF-1–independent mechanism might also contribute to the expression of these genes under these conditions. In contrast, TPT, in combination with bevacizumab, decreased the expression of all the genes tested compared with the levels observed in bevacizumab-treated mice (Fig. 4C). The extent of inhibition ranged from 58% (LOX) to 99% (CA9), and was statistically significant for all genes examined but LOX, strongly suggesting that, under these conditions, inhibition of HIF-1 by TPT profoundly affect hypoxia-induced gene expression.

In conclusion, these results show that bevacizumab increases accumulation of transcriptionally active HIF-1α and that addition of TPT abrogates the expression and the function of HIF-1 in the tumor microenvironment.

**TPT, Alone or in Combination with Bevacizumab, Induces Comparable Levels of DNA Damage in U251-HRE Xenografts**

TPT is a Topoisomerase I poison known to induce DNA damage (25). To rule out the possibility that the increased inhibition of tumor growth exerted by the combination of TPT plus bevacizumab was due to a better delivery of TPT to the tumor tissue, with a consequent increase in DNA damage and cell death, we measured levels of γH2AX, a validated biomarker of DNA damage (26), in tumor tissues collected on day 5 or 10 of treatment. Occasional γH2AX-positive nuclei were detected in sections from mice treated with vehicle or bevacizumab on day 5 and day 10 (Fig. 5A–B). TPT induced, as expected, significantly higher levels of γH2AX-positive staining both at day 5 (P = 0.0357) and day 10 (P < 0.0001), relative to vehicle or bevacizumab-treated mice. Importantly, addition of bevacizumab to TPT did not affect the levels of γH2AX induced by TPT on day 5 (Fig. 5A) and actually decreased the number of γH2AX-positive nuclei by 40% on day 10 compared with TPT alone (P = 0.007; Fig. 5B), suggesting that bevacizumab does not...
enhance DNA damage induced by TPT and strongly arguing against the possibility that the increased antitumor activity might be due to increased cytotoxicity of TPT. Consistent with these results, similar levels of γH2AX, measured by Western blot analysis on tumor lysates obtained on day 10, were observed in mice treated with TPT alone or in combination with bevacizumab (data not shown).

In conclusion, these results are consistent with the conclusion that the combination of TPT and bevacizumab does not increase the levels of DNA damage induced by TPT alone, and they suggest that abrogation of HIF-1–dependent responses, rather than increased cytotoxic activity, may be responsible for the increased antitumor effects of bevacizumab in combination with TPT.
Discussion
The pharmacologic validation of HIF-1 as a target has been hampered by the lack of selective inhibitors and reliable biomarkers predictive of therapeutic activity. Indeed, the potential outcome of HIF-1 inhibition in cancer therapy remains poorly understood, both in preclinical models and in the clinical setting. Genetic approaches targeting HIF-1 have overwhelmingly shown that HIF-1 inhibition translates into impaired tumor growth (27, 28). However, genetic approaches suffer from intrinsic limitations, including but not limited to abrogation of HIF-1 activity before tumor implantation and inhibition, which is only limited to tumor cells, thus missing a potential effect on the tumor microenvironment. Approaches using inducible expression of shRNA targeting HIF-1α at different stages of tumor progression have indeed shown that early, but not late, inhibition of HIF-1α may affect tumor growth (29). These somewhat conflicting results may be reconciled in light of the heterogeneous expression of HIF-1α in solid tumors, which may result in an unpredictable contribution to the biological behavior of cancer cells. Indeed, unlike human cancers in which genetic alterations, e.g., VHL loss of function, drive normoxic expression of HIF-1α subunits, the majority of solid tumors express HIF-1α in an oxygen-dependent fashion. It is then plausible that HIF-1 inhibitors may have a limited clinical activity when used as single agents and that they might be more effective in situations in which survival of the majority of tumor cells depends on HIF-1. Hence, combination therapies may be required to fully exploit the therapeutic potential of HIF-1 inhibition.

We hypothesized that a hypoxic-stressed tumor microenvironment, which might be generated by administration of antiangiogenic agents, would be an ideal scenario in which HIF-1 inhibition might be associated with increased therapeutic effects. However, the physiologic and molecular consequences of antiangiogenic therapies still remain poorly understood. On the one hand, antiangiogenic therapies may lead to vascular regression, which would increase intratumor hypoxia (18). On the other hand, inhibition of VEGF signaling may be associated with a transient “normalization window,” which would improve tumor oxygenation and delivery of chemotherapy (19). Preclinical models have yielded controversial results showing vasculature normalization in some models (30) and an increase in intratumor hypoxia in others (31).

One of the objectives of this study was to test whether bevacizumab, an approved antiangiogenic agent, increased intratumor hypoxia and induced HIF-1-transcriptional activity. If so, we hypothesized that addition of an HIF-1 inhibitor might provide a significant therapeutic benefit. Despite the known limitations of using bevacizumab in mouse models, i.e., bevacizumab only neutralizes human VEGF, we found that bevacizumab (5 mg/kg, q3dx4) decreased tumor growth by 40% in U251 xenografts, a result in agreement with other reports showing activity of bevacizumab in tumor xenografts (32). To better understand the effects of bevacizumab on the tumor microenvironment, we investigated a number of biomarkers, including HRE-dependent bioluminescence, intratumor hypoxia, microvessel density, HIF-1α protein levels, and expression of HIF-1-target genes, which reflect changes in tumor vasculature and oxygenation and that might be predictive of biological responses to bevacizumab. Expression of luciferase in U251-HRE cells reflects HIF-1 transcriptional activity (23) under conditions in which oxygen, a required cofactor for luciferase activity, is not limiting (24). In this study, we found that bioluminescence was decreased by bevacizumab. Albeit luciferase expression is affected by tumor size, the extent of intratumor hypoxia, measured by pimonidazole, was increased, suggesting that an increase in intratumor hypoxia might limit oxygen availability and further decrease luciferase activity. Indeed, treatment with bevacizumab resulted in decreased microvessel density and increased HIF-1α protein levels and transcriptional activity. Interestingly, bevacizumab also caused a 50% decrease in tumor cell proliferation (measured by Ki67 labeling) possibly associated with the increase in intratumor hypoxia and G1 arrest of cancer cells (33). It is then conceivable that the inhibition of tumor growth observed in mice treated with bevacizumab alone might be due primarily to a decrease in cell proliferation. Interestingly, bevacizumab did not induce significant levels of apoptosis, possibly because of the activation of HIF-1-dependent compensatory responses, which might also explain, at least in part, the overall lack of single agent activity of anti-VEGF therapies.

The effects of bevacizumab on the tumor microenvironment suggest that combination with a HIF-1 inhibitor might be a rational therapeutic strategy. However, the lack of specific small molecule inhibitors of HIF-1 raises the legitimate question as to the best approach to down-regulate HIF-1α in tumor tissue. We have previously shown that TPT, a topoisomerase I poison that causes DNA damage, inhibited HIF-1α protein accumulation and angiogenesis in U251-HRE xenografts (20, 22, 23). Notably, we also showed that inhibition of HIF-1α protein was independent of DNA damage, suggesting that different schedules of administration of TPT may be used to maximize DNA damage or HIF-1 inhibition, respectively. In this study, a lower daily dose of TPT (0.5 mg/kg), compared with previous studies (23), was able to inhibit HIF-1α protein accumulation, but only marginally decreased the majority of HIF-1-dependent genes analyzed and tumor growth, but slightly increased vessel density, suggesting that under these conditions HIF-1–independent pathways may also be relevant for the induction of angiogenesis and that inhibition of HIF-1 alone was not sufficient to generate a meaningful therapeutic response. In a previous study (23), TPT used at 1 mg/kg, inhibited HIF-1α expression and microvessel density. In this study, TPT was used at a lower dose (0.5 mg/kg), which achieved partial inhibition of HIF-1 transcriptional activity (Fig. 4B), but did not decrease MVD. Higher doses of topotecan might have a direct effect on endothelial cells (34). Conversely, these data suggest that HIF-1 inhibition alone does not necessarily correlate with decrease of MVD (35) due to HIF-1–independent pathways that affect endothelial cell survival. These findings emphasize that the context in which HIF-1
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inhibition occurs is a critical parameter that may determine the therapeutic outcome. Indeed, TPT induced γH2AX but did not affect tumor cells proliferation, suggesting that inhibition of tumor growth caused by TPT alone was mainly due to its cytotoxic effects.

What is the underlying mechanism of the interaction between bevacizumab and TPT? At least two possibilities, which are not mutually exclusive, should be considered. The first is that TPT in combination with bevacizumab exerted more pronounced cytotoxic effects. It has been recently shown that bevacizumab induced vascular normalization and improved tumor perfusion in a neuroblastoma xenograft model and that addition of a single dose of TPT significantly decreased tumor growth (30). However, this approach was aimed at emphasizing the ability of TPT to induce DNA damage and cytotoxicity, effects minimized under our experimental conditions by the low dose of TPT and protracted schedule of administration. Indeed, we found that bevacizumab did not increase the ability of TPT to induce γH2AX, a hallmark of TPT-induced DNA damage (26) and a potential biomarker to detect DNA damage in patients (36). Actually, addition of bevacizumab slightly decreased the levels of γH2AX at the end of treatment (day 10), relative to TPT alone, possibly due to inhibition of tumor cells proliferation caused by bevacizumab, arguing against increased cytotoxic effects of TPT when combined with bevacizumab.

The alternative possibility to explain the increased inhibition of tumor growth exerted by the combination of bevacizumab and TPT is that inhibition of HIF-1 activity in a hypoxic-stressed tumor microenvironment was sufficient to both thwart proliferation and induce cell death. Indeed, we observed that addition of TPT caused a significant decrease in the expression of HIF-1-dependent genes, which were induced by bevacizumab alone. A number of HIF-1 inducible genes have been implicated in the switch to glycolitic metabolism and inhibition of mitochondrial respiration (37), and their inhibition might have contributed to inhibition of proliferation and induction of cell death. Notably, we also observed a marked decrease in tumor cellularity and an increase matrix deposition, but only a mild induction of apoptosis (measured by TUNEL), which, in light of the antitumor activity observed, suggest that induction of apoptosis or cell death might have occurred early during treatment with the combination.

The combination of bevacizumab and TPT also markedly reduced angiogenesis relative to either agent alone. This finding may result from either a converging inhibition of these two agents on the VEGF pathway or from the inhibition of VEGF-independent angiogenic pathways controlled by HIF-1 transcriptional activity. A further implication of this possibility is the inhibition of circulating endothelial progenitor cells recruitment to the tumor site, which is dependent on the production of angiogenic factors, including but not limited to VEGF, by the hypoxic tumor (38).

Combination of HIF-1 inhibitors with other therapeutic strategies has been recently explored. Direct cellular effects of HIF-1 inhibitors, e.g., sensitization to chemotherapeutic agents (39), or indirect effects on tumor metabolism, e.g., increased oxygen consumption (40), have been implicated as potential mechanisms for improving therapeutic efficacy. Here, we propose that the combination with antiangiogenic agents may synergize by inducing a hypoxic stress in the tumor microenvironment. However, it is conceivable that antiangiogenic therapies may yield heterogeneous responses in different tumor types, which may not always result in increased tumor hypoxia and HIF-1 activation. Identification of biomarkers predictive of therapeutic outcome is then pivotal to select patients that might respond to this combination. Hypoxic tumors or tumors that depend on VEGF for sustained angiogenesis might be more sensitive to the combination of anti-VEGF and HIF-1 inhibitors. It will be essential to further investigate this therapeutic strategy in early clinical trials, not only by assessing therapeutic activity but also by developing biomarkers that validate its mechanism of action. This study provides both a rationale for further clinical development of this combination and preliminary evidence of potential biomarkers that can be used in early clinical trials to validate the activity, or lack thereof, of this therapeutic strategy.
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